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dia communication systems, muitimedia
programming toolkits, and multirnedia applications. With respect to the chailesiges of
these developments we encounter two questions, which we have been asked very kquently:

This paper Starts with presenting a survey on
multirnedia applications, which are ordered
according to the respective function in the
media processing chain: From the media
capture process over media preparation, Which are the multimedia applicaüons?
media integration to media interaction and 1s is certainly difficult to clearly distinguish
media communication. The most stringent between multimedia and n o n - m u i M i a
muitimedia specific requirements for these applications. This can be approached making
applications are the handling and the Storage use of a definition on what is said tobe mulof the huge data amount and throughput tak- timedia and what not, taken from [Ski931
ing into account the real-time demands and and [ICMCS94]: "Multimedia is characterthe restricted end-to-end delivery. 1.e.. data ized by the computer-controlied integratcd. ..
t:a t i ~'..t i. ,
.processing ie'eds specified'qs.qualitY'of serv- . generatioh, : ~ n i @ u i a t i o ~ ; - ; p ~ e ~ n -1
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ice pirahetkis must ;bei r"les which allow
ital information. This information is most
to provide time guarantees. This is done by
an appropriate resource management which often coded in a continuous .timedepcndent
comprises the establishment as well as the media (e.g., audio, video) as weli as m b e .
time-independent' media '(e.g, texc graph. enforcement of these guarantees. Therefore,
.the System' a&hitecture o f all . involved ics)."'However, in the followin'g wi do'not . .
resources comprises real-time and non real- want tofocus on this precise definition, we
time domains. Following the application's want to Cover the whole set of applkations
survey,. this paper outlines the requued sys- which make use of digital audio and video.
tem capabilities for local as well as distrib- Therefore we developed a media flow and
processing chain in which all applications
uted systems.
are embedded: From the media capturc process over media preparation, media intcgration to media inwraction and madia
1 Introduction
communication.
'Multimedia' comprises audio and video in In contrast to other surveys we decidcd not to
computing and communication. A muitime- group applications according to the maiket
dia application makes use of continuous Segment or branches l i e education, ahamedia as well as the traditional discrete tainment or medicine and many otfiers. The
media such as text and images. A multimedia reason is twofolded: (1) the same applicasystem must be capable to cope wiih the tions are often used wiih different contcnts in
demands arising from the integration of these the various market segments, and (2) many
media and to aUow for such applications to marketing oriented application surveys exist,
run in the digital Computer domain [Stei93]. which do not help to identify the key issues
At the IBM European Networking Center we multimedia systems must provide.
have developed over the last 5 years multimedia operating system extensions, multime'
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Which are the key issues of multimedia
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;;.systenri?
- It can be easily understood that video
i, requircs higher throughput and Storage
capacity than other rnedia; this would just
mean to make the Systems larger and faster.
However. analysing the multimedia demands
derived from the applications, we encounter
that continuous rnedia data must be processed with real-time constraints in the same
way as digital telephone data is processed at
digital switches today, Therefore for guaranteed quality all the required resources must
be ailocated at ihe call Set-up phase. This
resources provide the demanded guarantees,
which are specified in terms of quality of
servicc Parameters. At the actual data transmission phase the guarantees must be
enforced by appropriated data handling
including real-time scheduling. It must be
.
observed that the guarantees. apply. .to the
.
whote paih.f;oni the source(s)io the'hstkations(sj. Evkn in a local environment we
encounter the same paradigm of call estabi
lishment before the actual data move, copy
or @ansmission takes place:. However, the
pa* of &ia transmission often comprises .
t r a d i t i ~ n ~ c o m ~ unetworks,
ter
which do not
d o w for guaranieed resimations; hence
best-effort quality of service is appGed which
bases on appropriate media scaling tech,

.
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niques.
In this paper we answer both questions; and
we want to establish a clear und erstand in^ of
what.are the multimedia application and why
d facts around resource management are the
key issues. We subsume tools such as editors
to be mnsidered applications as weli, this
allows us to broaden the scope without mnning into discussions about the bordering
line behueen tools and applications.
Certainly there are more issues which rnight
be addrcssed including workstation architectures, optical Storages (like CD-ROMM),
compression (like JPEG, MPEG and H.261).
interactive document architecture and presentation standards (liie MHEG, HyTime,

-ScriptX), content based d a t a b a ~retrieval,
object-oriented toollcits for 'prograrnming,
and synchronization. ~e deciried to restrict
our view to the roots, which must be available and all other issues rely on, because these
aiiow us to provide the reader with a deeper
understanding and not just with an annotated
set of catchwords.
In Section 2 we survey multimedia applications and in Section 3 we summarize the
multimedia application requirements. Section 4 introduces the notion of quality of
service, resources and resource management.
Section 5 presents the resource management
applied to the CPU and the subsequent section show how to apply it to networks. In
Section 7 we finally outiine the resulting system architectures.

2..Multimedia..Applications.
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It is "ery difficult to extract the multimkdia

specific requirements out of the Set of appiications and tools. However. in this context
we will (1) survey and categorize&e whole
..Set of known multimedia appiications and (2)
to derive frorg each category the key req&ements. Hence, we ordered the applications
according to the respective function in the
media processing chain starting with the capture items and ending with the interaction
and communication process.
Media Capture
Media Capture Covers all applications which
help to introduce media into the computer or
to transform infonnation coded in one media
to another: "Media Capture is the process of
hansfonnation of analog environmental
infonnation to the corresponding digital representation in the computer." All types of
frame grabber, audio analog to digital conversion and subsequent coding tools, image
scanning, MIDI code generation tools, OCR
(optical character recognition) sofhvare, and
speech recognition applications are typical
examples. Also all control applications of
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compression and decompression are subsumed into this categoty of appiications.
Continuous media data gathered from a live
source needs to be processed in real time,
otherwise information is lost. Continuous
media data captured from the analog storages, such as from an video player, can also
be processed off-line without real-time
requirements. The same applies to discrete
media capture applications. Hence, the
derived requirements depend more on the
actual use of the media capture appiication
than on the respective media itself. In applications where the result of media capturing is
presented immediately, real-time constraints
apply. Here we also need to keep the end-toend delay within certain boundaries.

single media) is processed by appmpriate - .,
: . ..
mebiri preparation applicati6&.
A audio-video editor is an example of a
media integration appiication. which very
often comprises media preparation as weli as
media capture functions. Any video editor
appiications can either be a linear or a nonlinear editors. A linear editor aliows to edit
audio video data in the sequential mode only.
i.e., portions of the data are cut and latw-on
assembled together. The technique is most
often based on the control of extanally
attached video recorder machines. where
data is copied from one machine to another.
On the other hand non-linear editing aüows
to assemble data in a random access mode,
like in the cut and paste paradigm of window
Systems. This is certainly the better approach
but, it most often requires extensive digital
Media Preparation
.
. of the-respective data in the comprocessing
Media Preparation denotes all appiications
. .
.
.
: .
. .. which
.
.insform
...
digital!)! c d e d , media;. By . p uter : : . ;. ...' 1.. . .'. . .. . . ..
.
. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .
.. . ::. " ..; :;'tia;i$fö@aiiOri':wG nie$n:to.aPp;li s&,,e
in' the äf6- &f?di.sci=fe 'hi&ia,'+e &hcoMt&:r,. . .
.
ceivabk change to the respe'cti&'dak. Typi- large amount of word processing and deskcal media preparation applications for top publishing tools which ailow to assemble
images are CorelDraw (for the purpose of . and edit data coded in several discrete media
creating and changing drawings) and Adobe' . The i'ntegration of both domains is done by
sev~ralhypermedia Systems.and by pmknta.
PhotoShop (for .modifying a i ~ dassembijng
.
.
images:). :An audiq mixer iriwides all fea:,,. tion generation'tools which aiiow to liiClude
. .
..
.
ultimedia ~uiider . .
tures: to be' appiied 10:audio streains and a us,& interaction. T ~ C ' I B M
video postprocessing application allows to and the Asymmetrix ToolBook are produ%
edit and manipulate video streams. Here we which provide such capabilities.
can also make use of tools for automatic The interaction with media data dmrands
parsing of media streams for later indexing real time, if it operates in a WYSiWYG
and easier retrieval from databases (like for mode. And even here the response timc ( a h
videos as shown in, e.g., [ZKSm93]). Often known as end-to-end delay) has to be low
we encounter applications derived from the buf is not as crucial as in the case of teletelevision studio environmenf which allow phone like dialogue applications.
to manipulate audio and video together. In
order to keep the scope of our categones well Media Interaction
defined. such an editing application belongs Media Interaction is the focal point of most
to the subsequently described category. The consumer application: Whereas today we
requirements for media preparation applica- have less interaction and more media dismtions are.the same as those for media capture. bution (a passive consumer behaviour) with
multimedia computing we aUow for mre
Media Integration
interaction. However the passive mode will
Media [ntegration comprises all applications also survive; this transition to more interacwhich assemble data encoded in different tivity will happen with a smooth transition.
media. It is assumed that the media itself (the Presentations whicb were assembled by
'
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applying rnedia integration can be read, tra-
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of synchronization (b order
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have, e . g . .. ..

i versed. played '. back or . expenenced: '(ising . two rern6tely Iocated syst=ks in ihe sanie
'

these media interaction applications. A typi- state it is just required to have one engine
cal example are kiosk system, a Computer driving two User interface agents):
bascd information system, located in public Media Interaction wiü also enter the cona r m . with which, through an intuitive user summ rnarket and step by step be part of teleinterfacc. from rnostly anonymous Users, vision and radio sets. This is often addressed
predominantly while standing and for a short in the context of Interactive Television.
time. information can be recailed or transac- Today we have video dishibution and the
tions can be triggered [HoHe94].
User can just select one out of about 30 chanThe core of kiosk Systems are the stored con- nels. In the very futwe the User may remeve
tent data and the stnictwe of how this data is news at the time he wants and with the focus
related; both are often stored in a database. he prefers; he rnay also Start a rnovie at any
Most of todays Systems still do not distin- time, and he will be allowed to aaverse the
guish between the different categories of
movie in a very interactive rnode by, e.g.,
data: (1) the stnicture of how the information beiig asked to participate to sorne extent and
items are related to each other, (2) the makes choices at certain scenes. However,
generic content data which is not allowed to this is a long way and on this way we
be rnodified by a kiosk provider, and (3) the encounter a set of steps to be performed:
specific content which may be rnodified by
First, with digital video program distnbu.
.
the-kiosk provide? As an .example, :let:. ys tion,
. . . rwe
.
..will
.
:j
~ :get
t p o r e ch@nels ,than . .. ;.
,. . . ... .
h&e.'&.elecbnic i;i&"g::k,j&' : todäy, .perhapS 500 instkäd of 30 or 5 ctiin-' . .
. ..
which inciudki offers of a real istate agency. nels. Therefore, the User n 4 . s ' sorne kind of
The loc'al kiosk provider will notchange the guidance as he will not be able to surf from
application and the respective background channel to channel with the purpose of
h a g e s buf .he will often .arid or rernove the sehting a prograrti. Also the aaditional
w&y TV program g'uide on paper will not
. . . . . acmd off&rs ofbouses to be sold. This smic,twe follo& the rnodel of ,different groups of help as it does today. An off-line uansmitted '
pople interacting with the kiosk: The u&r .. rnultimedia T V program, which is used by
just plays back data and rnakes use of this selection assistance applications, will guide
system The owner at the locai agency or the User to choose his favourite program by
filtering the information flood with a perbank makes changes of content buf does not
necd to have any knowledge on the design sonal User proüie. Such an eleceonic TV
issuer. The edimrial provides the whole lay- program can also be aansmitted on-line
out and the respective style guides. A kiosk together with the TV signal in a rnultiplexed
production team, which closely interacts rnode. This can be easily implernented if the
whole aansmission is done in the digital
witb the editonal, builds-up the structure of
dornain over packet-switched networks. It
the respcctive kiosk application.
the stored data is could also be included in the analog TV sigInside the kiosk application
-inteapreted by an engine which closely inter- nal at the expense of an additional effort for
acts with the user interface agent. Here again user profile processing.
we encounter todays systern to have both The User gets rnost of the channels for free
function integrated into one block. A clear and can get access to sorne others in a mdiSeparation aiiows for (1) portability (as the mentary pay TV mode. This is the pay per
User interface agent Covers rnost of the sys- channel rnode whae we pay on a rnonthly
tern dependencies), (2) easier adaptation to basis regardless of the watched prograrns. In
diffe~entkiosk data formats (formats like another step the user rnakes use of a channel
MHEG arc not yet widely used), and (3) ease back to the sender. This communication line
;
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can be used to initiate some transactions for large amount ,of data to. be stored ind m s o t d e ~ goods.
g
~n
.such appiications, mostiy ferred if we assume theie will be 100.O00 . '
home-shopping like, the TV shows some users attached to this service who might want
articles to be bought together with the to watch concurrently. By hierarchies of
respective phone number to be dialled for video servers and a tariff which enforcts the
ordering purposes. Also other interactive user to book movie at least some rninutts in
application which require very few interac- advance this problem can be alieviated. Then
tion can run in this mode.
it will be possible to transfer video data mffVideo program on demand is a combina- line to a server (which in this case operates
tion of this two above mentioned steps. The as video Cache) next to the user. From the
daily program may be reeieved and dis- feasibility point of view such a tariff could
played, while the same Computer which look like (1) to charge DM 15 for the immeinterprets and decodes the TV program can diate play back and full VCR control capaautomatically send requests back to the bilities, (2) to charge DM 5 for an advanced
sender via dedicated channels (e.g., modem booking of at least 15 minutes and full VCR
dial).
capabilities, (3) to cost DM 1 for an
In the slotted video on demand mode the advanced reservation of 24 hours or more
User can select one movie among a few ones and no VCR capabilities, (4) to cost nothing
and drop into the program within the next 10 or very few if the users drops into a channels
minutes. In this mode a part of the huge set inthe mode it is today. In the third
the
. .
of channels. is used..to.play the . s a m movie-: system can ~ . e . : u s e , ~ f ' m u ~ a 9 t l l i g . t': h e . ;.' . .
"
' S W n g aiways.10 minutes later. A t u d i k n - ..'.. '$a& .mo?ici L:qther jotkntial. u&rs; .
6. . . . .
tary random access with a c ~ a i s e ' ~ r i n ~ l a r ifore
t ~ xio one shd~ldhave eXclusive control
is possible; i.e., the recipient just switches over the movie. Another factor of the tariffs
from one channel to another. The higher this is to'correlate the price with the amount of
is possible for audi6 . - . .
commercials. The
. . realution is?the more channels aie required.
. .
The video on.demand ~ t - u paliows a User only, which . in such a. case would Glace . .
tu retrieve audio, video, and other media at audi6 CD archives. It is very likely that vidw
the time the User wants [CoMa94]. Here the on demand as described above may f h t be
potential offer of contents is substantially commercially successful in restricted sethigher than in the slotted video on demand
ups with 100 to 500 users like in hotels.
mode. Hence, it will not be sufficient to By interactive television the uset may
kansmit this information multiplexed with directiy idiuence the behaviour and the ncxt
the video signal, a . second data comection
step in the rnovie. This is done by letting the
viewer to choose between alternatives at difoperating in the duplex mode is required.
Depending on the amount of content, nar- ferent points in the movie. The most easy
row-band ISDN can be used. O v a this con- way is just to have the action beimg d e d b e d
nection the user gets the actual offerings; from different viewpoints. In a more elabobased on this he will make this choice. Sub- rated mode the choice of path leads to differsequentiy the video data is transferred to the ent stories. An early example is the movie
User and displayed.
'I'm your man' developed by the Conmlled
Entropy Entertainment in New York
Depending on the price of this 'pay per view'
technique, it may replace all video cassette ßufo941. This movie is stored on a vidwrental stores and perhaps also the retailers. In disc and run for a total length of 20 minutes
a r'edlstic mekopolitan set-up it will be very whereas the total footage is 90 minutes.
difficult to allow each User to select any Every few minutes there is a branch and
movie, starr this movie immediately and con- depending on this choice the movie is contintrol it like a VCR today. The reason is the ued. The creation of this type of movie will
,
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cost considerably more than for traditional
moviea with the same level of quality, it i s :
said to be around 3 to 8 times of the traditional costs.
With the advent of interactive TV a movie
may be either a traditional linear presentation
or even a full interactive game. Multimedia
capabilities are required for more realistic
games and audio visual simulations. However the requirement for playing games are
differnitio those of todays multimedia workstations: Media is always presented and
newr captured. Such a system demands for
high throughput in exactly one direction but,
not on the reverse path into the Computer.

3, Aggregated Application

Requirements
Having surveyed the above mentioned multimedia applications, they by themselves
impose new requirements onto data handiing
in computing and communications because
they need (1) a subsiantial data throughput,
(2) fast data forwarding, and (3) service
guarantees.

Audio and video data occur as streams and
demands, even in a compressed mode, for
high data throughput. The MPEG-2 standards defines various compression schemes
for video with associated audio. There are
Media Communication
specified 3 audio layers with different impleMedia Cornmunication denotes all kind of
mentations and quality requirements. Video
applications, which involves more than one is arranged in a set of profiles and layers
Person and is related to interpersonal com- which correspond to different irnage qualities
munication. Here itmay be more difficult to ,' and, sizei. n e Iesulting data stre-srange;
.diffcr~ntiat&from'the.above deiqibed cate- . .. 'fiomup t o 4 ~ b i t l to.
s a t most i 0 0 Mbi$s:- .
g6ries as;'e.g.; games betwken many parties 'An eicellent qualiti, compared with today's
is akeady covered above.
television, can already be achieved with
Video telephony and video. conferences are about 4 Mbitls. in a workstation or a netappfications .hch:klong
to this category. ' work, sevqal of those 8treams may exist
~t t h i s . p ~ & twe can broaden the s c o k to conqmeritly demanding for a high. though:
cov& not only 'iudio and video but, also put. Purther,, the data movement requireothermedia in the con'ferencing dornain and ments on the local end-system, translate into
encounter a large sei of CSCW applications.
t e m s of rnanipulation of large quantities of
We also have applications which include an data in real-time where, for example, data
type of asymmetnc communication like one copying can cause bottleneck in the system
teacher which interacts with a class in form The fast data forwarding inlposes a problem
on the end-systems where these different
of tele-tutonng. AU multirnedia mailing
applications with, e.g., MIME does also appiications can coexist in the Same system,
and they may have rcquirements on data
belong to the media communication group.
In gencral the classical CSCW classification movement ranging from normal error-free
of a two time two matrix between communi- data transmission to new time-constraint
cation at the same time/at different time vs. types of trafüc. In general. the faster the
c o d c a t i o n at the Same placelat different communication system can transfer a data
locations is suitable for the whole Set media packet, the fewer packets need to be buffered. This requirement leads to a careful spacommunication applications.
From the requirements point of view, applitial and temporal resource management in
cations with humans interacting simultane- the end-systems and routers/switches. The
ously demand for real time and for a weli application imposes constraints on the total
defined end-to-end delay. If the involved parmaximal end-to-end delay. in a remeval like
ties communicate at different times then
application such as thc video on demand
these are no demands.
example a delay of up to 1 sec may be easily
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tolerated. On the other hand, dialogue applicati~n.such
a s a videopho,rie or videb-confe-'~
ence demand end-to-end delais lower than
typically 200 ms in order to allow for a natural communication ktween the users.

QoS is well-suited if the underlaying .. .
reiource daes not ~rovidesQoS griai'tees .
(e.g., non-detenninistic networks such as
Ethernet) and if it is only required to reserve
resources for the average case.

The multimedia applications need service
guarantees, or at least probabilistic cornmitments, otherwise they wiii not be. accepted as
these systems compete with, e.g., radio and
television services. In order to achieve services guarantees, resource management must
be. used. Without resource management in
end-systems, switches, and routers multimedia systems cannot provide reliability to the
users because in case of resource bottlenecks
aansrnission over unreserved resources leads
to dropped or delayed packets.

There are also combinations of both
approaches: A minimum QoS can be
reserved by using the guaranteed reservation
mechanisms, the additional QoS requirements are served on a besteffort basis. Tbis
approach can help to save g u a r a n d bandwidth in case of variable bit-rate (VBR) multimedia saeams. The following scction
explains the notion of QoS. resources. and
both types of resource management are
described.

'

.

4.1 Notion of QoS
Traditional QoS is provided by the network

Sys- . . . ?ayer:po conned0.n;
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.. . . Management.
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QoS for transpo;t servicei. F O ~multimedia
networked systems, the notion of QoS has to
be. extended because many other services
conmbute to the end-to-end Service quality.
To .' .discuss further QoS' conccpts
. . . ind
reSoGce management principles. we neui .a. . , .
system model of the multimedia iystem8. We
assume following model for the multimedia
system: the multimedia system consists of
two domains: application and system.
A resource management system is required The application domain contains modules for
to handle the specified QoS pararneter by the programmer of a multimedia application,
comparing the appiication needs with the e.g., programming abstractions for audiol
available resource capacities in the local sys- video handling, or the mn-time system for
tem and networks. The resource management the dynamic module management. nie syssystem also reserves the required resources tem domain is divided into two parts: comand enforces the guaranteed QoS for the munication services and operating System
application. Management of local and netservices.
work resources can also be done with best- The requirements of multimedia applications
effort QoS. There is only a probabilistic and data saeams have to be served by the
commitrnent for the set of QoS Parameters, Single components of a multimedia system.
however the QoS provided to the application The resource management maps these
will only be degraded when a resource requirements onto the respective capacity.
becomes a bottleneck. In case of resource The transmission and processing requireoverloads the application requirements are ments of local and distributed multimedia
scaled down for a certain time. Best-effort applications can be. specified according to the

The multimedia applications need for specific qualities of services (QoS) imply two
important requirements to the underlaying.
system: There must be. a n interFace between
-thcapplication:griented' and the system-oiie'nted modules :of rnultimedia applications
which provides specification and exchange
of the applications QoS needs and system
QoS.

,
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following characteristics:

I

4.2
Notion of Resoyrces,.
. . . ..

1. he'throughput is determined by the
data rate a connection needs in order to
satisfy the application requirements. It
also depends on the size of the data
units.

a The local delay at the resource is the
maximum time span of a certain
task for the time to wait for serving
plus the processing time at this
resource.

b. The global end-to-end delay is the
total delay for a data unit to be
transmitted from the source to its
destination. The end-to-end delay is
the accumulated local delay of all
. . resources which.are involyed in the
. .
. . , . ;, .
...: , .. ..:.
:... . .: . .
n.gnsmissioi.lin; ffom.da&.:&&e . . . :
: . .
, .
Co da&" 'sink. ~ o r&ximplc; the
source of a video telephone is the
camera the destination is the video
. window on the screen of the Partner.
:

,

,

'
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A resource is a system entity required by
tasks for manipulating data. Each resource
has a set of distinguished characteristics
descnbed in the following model:
There are active and passive resources.
An active resource is the CPU or a
network adapter for protocol processing, it provides a service. A passive
resource is the main memory, bandwidth, or a file system; it denotes some
system capability required by active
resources.

2. We distinguish between local and global delay:

,

. .

1

'

.

A resource can be either used exclusively by one process at the time or
shared between various processes.
Active resources are often exclusive,
passive resources can usualiy be shared
q. o n. g procesqs.
.
.
. . . , . .
.

..

...

.. .

.,A'~~so.ur&
ihat ejtists o"ly on&in&e
system is known as a single resoyrce;
otherwise it is a multiple resource. In a
transputer based multiprocessor syste.m
the individual CPU is a multiple
. .
resource.
..
.
.
. ..

.. .. .
. :.

.
jitter ( ~dela?
r
jittq) determines .
3. .The
.
. ...the v i m u m a o w e d v b & c e i t i the
Each Tesource has a capacity which results
d a 1 Ö f data at th&destinition: : . . from the ability of a certain task to perform
4. The reliability defines error detection over the resource in a given time-span. In
this context capacity refers to CPU capacity,
and correction mechanisms used for
frequency
range or. for example, to the
the @ansrnission and processing of
d t i m e d i a tasks. Errors can be amount of Storage. For real-time scheduling
ignared. indicated andlor corrected. It only the temporal division of resource capacis important to notice that error correc- ity among real-time processes is of interest.
tion through re-transmission is rarely For example, process management belongs
appropnate for time-critical data to the category of active, shared. and most
h a u s e the re-transmitted data will often to single resources. A file system on an
usually arrive late. Forward error cor- optical disc with CD-ROM XA f o m t is a
rection mechanism are more useful.
passive, shared, single resource.
In accordance with communication Systems A possible realization of resource allocation
these rwuirements are known as being the and management is based on the interaction
quality of service Parameters.
between clients and the kspective resource
rnanagers. The client selects the resource and
requests a resource allocation by specifying
its requirements through a QoS specification.
This is equivalent to a workload request.
. .
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Figure 1 :Components grouped for rhe purpose of video dara trammission
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-First,he F o u r c e manqger checks its-own - .: [ZBEH94] are ,employed:.Here,-the r&uce ., . .
.reiouice ,"tili&tion; :an&decidk if.'the re~er: h&aws 6f &e: ilng1e..&ipoibiiti' k f . . h : : " . .
vation req"est ;an bei sewed oinot. All exist- distributed systern allocate the necessary
inn- resewations are stored, and their share in resources.
terms of the repective resource capacity is in the follow.ing case showq in Figure 1two
g u a r a n d . Moreover, this componenf nego- ~on$bters Ge connkted dver a L A N . ' ~ ~
tiates the resewatign request with other. transrnissim of uideohata betw-n a c ~ m c r a
resource managers if necessary.
connected to a .Computer Server and the
'

The following example of a distributed multimedia system illustrates this generic
scheme: During the connection establishment phase the QoS parameters are usually
negotiated between the requester (part of the
multimedia appiication) and the addressed
resource manager. The negotiation Starts in
the simplest case with specification of the
QoS parameters by the appiication. The
resource manager checks whether these
requests can be guaranteed or not A more
elaborate method is to optimix. single
parameters. In this case two parameters are
determined by the application (e.g. throughput and reliability), the resource manager
then calculates the best achievable value for
the thiud Parameter (e.g. delay). To negotiate
the parameters for end-to-end connections
over-one or more computer networks, protocols like ST-I1 [Top0901 and RSVP

screen of the computer User involves for ail
depicted components a resource manager.
This example illustrates that in addition to
the individual resource rnanagers~theremt
exist a protocol to coordinate these scrvices,
liie the one in ST-11.

4 3 Resource Reservation and Management
The tasks of a resource manager c o v m different phases of the allocation and management process:
1. Schedulability Test: The rcsource
manager checks with the given QoS
parameters (e.g. throughput and reliability) if there is enough rernaining
resource capacity available to handle
this additional request

,

I
I

2. Quality of Service Calculation: After
the schedulability test the resource
manager calculates the best possible
pformance (e.g. delay) the resource
can guarantee for the new request.

3. R c ~ o u r e eReservation: The resource
manager allocates the required capacity in order to meet the QoS guarantees
foi each request

4. Rcsource Scheduling: Incoming messages from connections are scheduled
according to the given QoS guarantees.
At the process management the aiiocation of the resource is done by the
scheduler at the moment the data for
processing anives.

The first class contains processes without
tight deadlines. Exarnples for this' type of
applications are programs for most Media
Capture, Media Preparation, and p m of
Media Interachon applications. Because
these applications have no real-time requuements they may run with the lowest pnority
among the above classes. In most CPU reservation and scheduling schemes at least a
small amount of CPU capacity will be
reserved for such applications to avoid starvation. This part of the CPU capacity can be
managed using classical suategies such as
round r o b i or multi-level feedback.

ConUol processes regulate the access to certain resources. For example, an important
control process for the CPU is the scheduler.
With respet to the last phase for each A control process can also be used to reserve
resource a scheduling algonthm is defined. network resources in the setup phase of
The schedulability test, QoS calculation and Media Communiption applications. On the
.. .
. . . . .. .- / reymrce ~ . ~ a t i cdepend
ni
upon
this algo- l . other
..
hand the Gme contr01. piocess C& ~be... . . - . '
, .
. . .
. . ..
'rithh h . . by the sch&ül'er.
..
. . invo1ved:ik the tranimission of r d - t i m e
messages, e.g., acknowledgment messages to
trigger retransrnissions of lost or conupted
data
units in smaü networks '[DHHH~~],
.
5 . Resource Management
Control processes. should be handled in a ..
.- ': ..~. ~ p l i e dthe CPU .'
.
deierministic mannetwith higli priority.
. .
This stction desciibes the specification, res- ~ e a l - & e processes with hard deadlines
k a t i o n , and the enforcement of guaranteed (e.g., manufacturing control systems) are
QoS Parameters with the CPU as resource. most often processed by dedicated systems.
Especidy the CPU. being the principal local For this class of applications there exists a
resource to be managed for all multimedia great variety of scheduling and reservation
applications, q u i r e s functions for schedula- mechanisms [CSRa88]. Though it is difficult
bility tat, resource reservation, and the to integrate hard real-time systems with mulenforcement of guaranteed QoS parameters timedia applications, this could be done
to cnaMe the processing of real-time multi- [SCzh931.
media data. I n generai, application generated
CPU workloads can be distinguished into the Most m u l t i d i a processes, especially applications for Media Interaction and Media
following service classes:
Communication, can be considered as softnon real-time processes
real-time processes. If a data unit is procontrol processes handling real- cessed too late or lost, this is not necessarily
time and non-real-time tasks
noticed by the human viewer. To avoid dis* real-time processes with soft dead- mptions a characteristic quaiity of the media
lines
presentation is requued. To describe these
real-time processes with hard dead- processing requirements of multimedia
iines
applications, a characteristic set of QoS
Parameter must be defined. For example, the
'

,

playback of a video stream requires a picture
loss rate be1bw.a ckrtainpercin&e,'and that
each logical data unit (e.g. video frame) must
be displayed at a certain point in time softened by a certain delay jitter. In a multimedia
system resource reservation mechanisms and
QoS enforcement strategies are used to guarantee QoS requirements of multimedia applications. The CPU resource management part
of this paper focuses on multimedia applications which process continuous media with
soft deadlines.

which have arbitrary ready-times and deadlibes; the complexity is 0(n2).

EDF is used by different models as basic
algorithm. An extension to EDF is the timedriven scheduler. Tasks are scheduled
according to their deadline. Further, the timedriven scheduler is able to handle ovcrload
situations. if an overload situation occurs the
scheduler aborts tasks which can not meet
their deadlines any more. if there still is an
overload situation the scheduler ranoves
tasks which have a low "value density". The
value density corresponds to the importance
5.1 CPU Scheduling Algorithms
of a task.
There are two prominent algorithms for CPU Applying EDF to the scheduling of umtinuscheduling: Earliest Deadline First (EDF) ous media data on a single proassor
and Rate Monotonic @M), which are used in machine with priority scheduling. process
pnonties are likely to be rearranged quit
multimedia Systems.
often. A prionty is assigned to cach task
ready for processing ~ c o r d i q gto itg dead- . . . ... . .
.
.
. . - Earliest
Dezidline First
. . .. . .. .
. ..
. . . .. . . .
..
.; :
.
.
..<I
.
.
.
.
:
.
~
~. . ~ . .e. ~ ~ ~ ~ n " . s y s t e ~ S . :~:'..s .,'~.-~ . .
.. . . .
. . - :, Y' EDF iS 6~e'0f:&e"k~t~kn0wn..ai~Onth~~.f0~
a restrictednurriberof prioritiks: E h e ' com- . .
real-time processing. At every new ready puted priority of a new process is not availstate, the scheduler selects among the tasks able, the priorities of other processes have to
that are ready and not fully processed that be rearranged until the required pnonty is
one.wi.ththe earliest-deadline. The requested
free. In the worst case, the priorities.of all . . .
.
.
..
. reso@ce'is assigned tothe selected task.At
'proc&sseS.ha"6 tb be rea&ng& ~ h i can
s
. .
.
EDF
. , . . q y &vaiof a new task, EDFmustbe com- .' cauie a considerible overhead. ...
'
puted immediately heading tö.anew order - scheduling algorithrn itself makes no usc of
i.e. the running task is preempted and the the pieviously known occurrence of periodic
new task is scheduled according to its dead- tasks.
liie. The new task is processed immediately
if its deadline is earlier than the one of the Rate Monotonic
interrupted task. The processing of the interrupted task is continued according to the n i e Rate Monotonic scheduling principle
EDF algorithm later on. EDF is not only an was iniroduced by Liu and Layland in 1973
algorithm for periodic tasks but also for tasks [LiLa73]. It is an optimal, static, pnoritywith arbitrary requests, deadlines and service driven algorithm for preemptive, periodic
execution times [Dert74]. In this case, no jobs. Optimal in this context means that there
guarantee about the processing of any task is no other static algorithm that is able to
schedule a task set which can not be schedcan be given.
uled by the rate monotonic algorithm. A proEDF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm: Le..
it produces a valid schedule whenever one cess is scheduled by a static aigorithm at the
exist A dynamic aigorithm schedules every beginning of the processing. Subsequently,
incoming task according to its specific each task is processed with the pnonty caidemands. Tasks of periodic processes have to culated at the beginning. No further scheduling is required. The following five
be scheduled in each period. With n tasks,
,

:

'

._.

-

,

'

%:.

assumptions are necessary prerequisites to .
apprythe rate-monotonic-algorithm:.
.

1. The requests for all tasks with deadlines are penodic. 1.e.. with constant
intervals between consecutiverequests.

2. The processing of a single task has to
be fmished before the next task of the
Same data stream becomes ready for
exccution. Deadlines consist of runability constrains only. 1.e.. each task
must be completed before the next
request occurs.

3. The request of tasks is independent.
IR., the requests for a certain task do
not depend on the initiation or cornpletion of requests for any other task.

4. Run-time for each request of a task is
constant Run-time denotes the maxi.

. .

.
.

...
., .. . :
. :.. .
'

.
..

. .

. .
. .

. .

mum time which is requued by a pro-

:; . :.. .. .. .& ~ . o:$f r , &. + u ä " : t h e. &&:: @i&&.
. ..
. i r r t & . + i o n ,. .

Static priorities are assigned to tasks once at
connection set up phase ,accoraing. to tiieir .
request rates. The task with the shortest
period gets the lowest pnority.

.

,
'

5.2 Schedulability Test
To test whether a new task can be scheduled
using RM or EDF scheduling, the foiiowing
condition must be met:
RixPiSB
oll tosks i

index i identifies all multimedia tasks, R,
denotes the maximum processing rate of task
i, P, is the processing time per-period, and B
is the schedulability bound. For RM scheduling the schedulability bound is determined
by B=ln(2)=0.69. The schedulability bound
of EDF scheduling is B=1.
..
multittkdia. application has F?.spe+ify
fi>ewbr~&d.it,wiil'ieneratL,
,aiS
workl.-ad.- - .:
: Each
...

.
'

'

'

.. . .

QoS specification consist~of the pr6cessing.
5. Any non-periodic task in the system rate R and execution time per period P. The
has no required deadline. mically resource rnanagement system performs the
test to dekide whether this
. they initiate periodic task or. are tasks ~chedulabilit~
. . for f i i l i recovery. niey usually dis- . new applicatipncan be accepted. If-.enough
is availablk tc'&xecutethenew,
p . h periodic tasks..
'. :
... ~.
.CPU
~ . capacity
. . .
...
. : :
...,
. . . .
. . .
-application~ith'out'disturbin~
e,iisting appli-'
Further work' has shown that not d 1 of these cations the schedulability test r e t m s sucassumptions are mandatory to employ the cessfully. As seen from the above formula,
ratemonotonic
algorithm
[LSST91, the processing time is an important parameSKGo911.
~
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ter for the schedulabiiity test, however, the
deterrnination of these values is stiH a largeiy
unreso~vedissue in the area of CPU scheduling.

the softwarc decompression aigorithm. yet
the read operation also needs CPU time, at
least to set up an asynchronous disk i/O
operation to read the multimedia data.

To automate the measurement of thesc processing times the Heidelberg F'redictor of
Execution Times Tool (HeiPOET) has been
develo~ed.
HeiPOET provides a CornPutmThe processing time is a key Parameter for
the schedulability test. Reservation arid ba~edprediction of CPU processing Ws
scheduling of m u l m d i a proCesSes
be and a refinement of measured vaiues during
only perfomed if the processi~g time is the execution time of multimedia applicapreviously well-known. Developers of
tiOns which are based On
skeam-handler
multimedia applications rnust therefore be model. HeiPOET offers such functionality
supported by the resource rnanagement aS:
system. to determine the consumption of
Specification language for the &fiprocessing time for the CPU resources. We
nitions of parameters of sh'eam
define the processing time of an application
handlers
process as follows: "The processing time of
High precision of rneasurement
an application process is the overaU duration
results by eliminating. .operating .
. in: which the .CPU: is. occupied;in -order to. . .. . . . . - systemintemyptiotis, . . . . : . .. . ...,. .. . .. . ,
.
.. . . perfo&'fh$
,
appIiciitio<task." ,.' . ..
'comp&tion af statistical n i k a r e - .
.
In Figure 2 it can be Seen that the processing
ments to check. the reliabiiity of
time consists of two different parts. In the
measurements
first place, it includes the pure application
the.
Base. on these measurement re&
..
Code :execution time' on the CPU.
sch;dula~lity test arid CPU reservatioris cw,
. Additionally, there are- operating,. system ..be done. For further detail .of the H c m '
activicles to . make the exkution of
architecture and use see [WWVo94].
multirnedia applications possible, e.g.,
context
swiiches,
initialization i d
5.4 CPU Resource Reservation
termination of i/O operations. An exarnple is
a multimedia application which plays an When a schedulability test was successful,
MPECi video stream coming from the hard then the reservation Parameters are stored in
disk. Most parts of the CPU are utilized for the reservation database. The n m a t i o n

5.3 Specification and Measurement
of Processing Time
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Table 1:Example Reservation Table

.

database is used by the resource management
System for book-keeping operations. Each
accepted QoS request is added to the reservation table, and must be kept until the multimedia application terminates or the QoS
requiremeats changes. Enhancements to
existing rese~ationsare only allowed if the
additionaliy rrquired resources are available.
An example reservation table is shown in
Tabk 1. The most important information in
the resavation table is the CPU utilization of
the spccific multimedia processes (the product of nrocessine time and rate). This information is used in the schedulability test.
Additionally, the processing time of an application and its related paramefers are kept. If
the rate-monotonic scheduling algorithm is
used, the fixed scheduling priority of the
application is cornputed and stored. Typicai
p a r a m t a s of a Motion-JPEG software
. decoder are shoyn in the first rpw qf Table.1.
'~he"~ppli&tion'take~.
10.9 ms t* &&öde. aq . .
incoming M-PEG frame, and the processing
rate is 30 frames per second. This process
takes 32.7 percent of the whole CPU capacity. Because the process has the second high:
est pexiod .this ,process syskm the ptocess
ii &signed ihe second highest priority 1.

-

.. . .
.

;

.

deadlines: dA
dl
d2

rate mmotonic

5.5 QoS Enforcement
..
The enforcement of the QoS guarantees is
done by a two-staged architecture: scheduler
and dispatcher. Based on the scheduling
aigorithm the scheduler assigns each process
of the System its corresponding pnority. The
dispatcher ensures that the process with the
highest pnority is nuining on the CPU. This
means, the dispatcher is responsible to
switch the processor context if a process is
ruming and a process with a higher prionty
needs to be served.
Consider an audio and a video saeam scheduled according to EDF and RM aigorithrn:
Let the audio saeam have a rate of 8000
samplesls and the video saeam a rate of 30
framesls. Using RM scheduling the priority
assigned to the audio saeam is then higher
than the priority assigned to the video
sueam. The ~ v a iof.rnessages
:
from the'
aüdio btreak%ili 'inkmipt t h i pro&ising of .
the Gdeo stream. If it is possible to complete
the processing of a video message that
~equestsprocessing at the cntical instant
before its deadline, t h e pto'cessing of ail
video messages to their deadlines is ensured. .
feasible schedule eiists. The priority of a
task scheduled by using EDF depends on its
task specific deadline. Figure 3 shows exam-

d3

i
t

Figure 3: QoS Enforcement: RM versus EDF
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p k schdules for both EDF and RM algo- in case of severe failures in the teiephone,
nthms. For fnrtiier details on.ePU resource . System. Because of the a-priori channcl ies- '
management Xe, e.g., [Ski94]. . .
ervation broadband networks do not need
to have QoS management.
'-

.

Therefore our work focuses on QOS management for packet-switched networks. One
key issue is the integration of the different
Today we encounter a great variety of dedi- types of packet-switched networks into a
cated networks for multimedia communica- Cmnmon integrated Service network 6 t h
tion. Analog telephone networks are mostly high bandwidth and QoS suppofi In this secused for audio communication, t e r r e s ~ a l tion we descnbe a scheme which enables
and satellite networks for TV broadcasting, best-effort QoS in packet-switched netwarks
and digital Computer networks for data com- with appropnate mechanisms for scaling of
munication. The future of communications multimdia streams. There are many reason
will be: a service-integrated network which t0 use best-effort QoS as alternative to the
guaranteed QoS for network resource manprovides the end-to-end m s p o r t of all kind
of digitized media using integrated QoS agement:
management mechanisms. Research also the
~ i f multimedia
f ~ ~ applications
~ ~ ~ have
phase i ~ ftranslation to the networks of the
different,rquirements
theomm-. .
. .
. . . .
. .
. .. .. .. . . . . . . .
. . . : .: . . . fu*..
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. :...
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:
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:..tim
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on-demand
or
audio-on-demarid
app&
.
. .
Ä classification of the mostprominent nettions
the next generation bf
works is shown in Figure 4. QoS manage~ iquipment)
~ i
be very
to
ment in circuit-switched networks is based
quality. reduations, it ,is quite eksy to
on obvious binary decisions, e.g., if the teleaccept smail u.ansmission e=ors in video
. . .
pKone network is capable to handle an addi.
(in the next,generi
„derencing
.
tional call then the connection i s ;ccepted.
. ation
of present.phones): ~
~ to the . ~
- ~nceaixeptedsuch a conriection; the QoS of
Q ~ S rqukements,
different -ice
speech transrnission would only be degraded
classes can offer different service costs.

.

6 Resource Management
Applied to Networks
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Networks
Packet-Switching

Circuit-Switching

QoS Extensions
Token-Ring
Figure 4: Classification of Nehvorks
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A prerequisite for resource.reservation is
. . - a resource knagemem:facility..FXfferent.

best-effort s y i c e usingcongestion con. k o l mechanisms;'e.g., netivork layer

.

".

.

classes' of packet-switched networks are
ing. Resource monitoring detects arising
to be differentiated: those $hat contain
overloads. A controlled reduction of
already resource management mechabandwidth requirements down to the
nimm (e.g., ATM, 100BASE-VG-Etherguaranteed base parts are used to handle
net), those that can be extended by
the conaestion.
appropriate mechanisms (e.g., ~ o k e n
We describe the overail architecture proRing, FDDi), and those that do not proposed for scaling in the network layer, monivide any resource management at ail (e.g.,
tonng mechanisms to detect congesuons, and
Etheanet, Fast Ethemet). According to the the dynamic adjustment of filters in the netlocal buffering or processing schemes,
work (for details see W S a 9 4 1 ) .
reseivation mechanisms for the local
resources can be supplied by routers and
communication endpoints. Often the 6.1 Scaling
requcsts for a certain QoS must be han- The definition of scaling is denved from
dled by a nenvork consisting of a broad [CSZ92], [TTCM92]: "Scaling is the
mix of resources. If there is one resource dynamic adjustment of traffic load to the curin a guaranteed connection which cannot rently available resource capacity."
give guaranteed processing bounds, the
An example clarifies the pnnciples of net- .
as,a' y&.layer-sca$ng: ~ i ~ u ~ . ~ : $ h o ~ $ ; a . s..~i .~r n:p.. ! e
. . .se!.ryice.,cqnot said.to'be guaranteed
. ..
.
.
: &,,(,I;
. . : ,. i .:'. - . . . ... ..~. . , >. '. ..... ~
. .. ... ~.
.
netw6rlt topology &~iwo-streanis.ofa mul- . .
. Usiiig cong'estion contkl, it i s not possitiparty connection bra&hing in Router B to a
ble to give guarantees, but an integrated target via Router C and to Target D and a
trangnission scheme resolves access con- point-to-point connectiqnfrom Sender A to a
&cts to overloaded resouces by a selectarget v ~ a ~ o u tC.
e rThe monitor fuoctionsaf
-tive d&ease of the '6veiail trinsfened
Raum
C detect:an overload situetion and. :
.
da& Multimedia streams belonging to a. .report
this to the Scalei of Router C . The . . . .
.'
high QoS class, which can b e ~ r o t e c t e d b ~ scaling'device (scaler) decides that the eonusing the prioritization scheme.
gesuon can be solved by reducing the t r f i c
in Sender A, ROUMB and Router C. Router
Guaranteed QoS for variable biaate
C sends a SCALE-DOWN message to
(VBR) data transmission is inefficient. In
most reservation protocols a constant Sender A and Router B. Both use a pnority
scheme to decide which packets should be
bandwidth is required. Therefore VBR
transmissions often are considered as con- dropped to meet the new, reduced data rate.
stant bandwidth streams with the average The amount to be dropped is defined relative
o v a d i bandwidth as Parameter. However, to the maximum transrnission rate negotiated
in the worst case all multimedia streams in the sehip phase of multimedia saeams.
rcach their peek bandwidth at the same The link from Router B to the Target D is not
moment and the resources may not be suf- overloaded. So Router B forwards all incoming packets of the stream to Target D (multificient In this case an uncontrolled loss of
party
connection). This results in different
packets will occur. There is also a compromise between guaranteed transmis- QoS in the two branches of the multicast
sion for the worst case and no guarantee at tree.
all. A certain base part of the VBR stream The reporting of resource bottlenecks to the
is guaranteed using a resource manage- upper layers of the end Systems is the key
ment System. The variable part of the issue of an integrated scaling scheme.
bandwidth requirements is handled with a Thereby upper layer scaling mechanisms at
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the senders and scaling rnechanisrns in the
nehvork layer can cooperate.

tonng of delay, throughput, utilization, and
loss rate.

6.2 Monitoriog Mechanisms

Delay Monitoring

A key resource for distributed multimedia

Delay monitors observe the processing t h
of packets. Delay monitonng is suggestcd for
detection of CPU and network b o t t l d .
There are different ways of delay m o h r ing:

applications is the network. If a network is.
unable to handle the application requirernents, the . nehvork adapter buffa will be"..
fiiied. 'fiis is a typical situation for bottienecks in distributed multirned'ia communication scenarios: A mid-term capacity problem
of the resource "network" results in a capacity problern of another resource, e.g., the previous buffer. in case of a long-term overload
there is an overflow of sender buffers.
The detection of overflowing buffers on the
sender side is directly an indication of the
bottleneck network. Here we survey different
monitonng rnechanisrns are sweyed: rnoni-

in the aansport layer, each logical data unit is
represented by a transport service data unit
(TSDU). Each TSDU has an expected arrival
time on the next network node. A TSDU
aniving later than expected indicates congcstion.
There are several possibilities to define the
expected arrival time of a TSDU. One could,
for exarnple, define its value simply as the
actual anival time of the previous TSDU

plus the penod of t h e message stream (the
r e c i p r h l value of &rate). Additionally, the'
arrival time of the first TSDU of the stream
(or any other earlier packet) rather than the
arrival time of the previous packet could be.
used as the basis for the calculation. This
helps to avoid false indications of congestions in cases where the previous TSDU happened to anive early and the current TSDU
has anormal delay. The expected anival time
is calculated as the "logical arrival time" of
the previous packet plus the suearn period.
But common routers work on the network
layer and do not know TSDUs. This algorithm fails when based on network sewice
data units (NSDUs) k c a u s e it is often
impossible to assume the sequence of network Service data units (NSDUs) being a
periodic stream. There are bursts consisting
of a v d o u s n u m k r of NSDUs which are
aaused by .the segmentation algorithm in.the
aansport '.la$er: .The a@ve. al'goriihm can
work with NSDU oniy if there is a reguiator
in the network layer which smooths the
bursts and if all TSDUs h-e the Same size
(i.e;. the same .number of NSDUs). Then the
NSDUs will also have'a periodic beh'avior.
However. in most networking stacks these
assumptions are not met.
To fiil each NSDU with a timestamp at the
sendw and in each router can also solve the
above problem, because the delay measurement is based on the links. This mechanism
is expectcd to be. too expensive for the routers and the neiwork layer protocol. Therefore
it is oftcn appropriate to monitor delays in
the network nodes within routers. Assuming
there would be a mechanism to mark each
TSDU begin in the NSDU header at the
s e n d q the monitonng of TSDU delays is
possible. To solve this problem a "siart bit"
in each NSDU header is used to mark the
first packet of a TSDU (detailed description
see [WWSa94]).
Throughput Monitoring
Throughput monitoring is used to detect

CPU and network overloads by watching the
packets 'leaving this resource. The mostly
used monitoring mechanisms for throughput
are leaky bucket and moving window mechanisms.
Leaky bucket throughput monitoring mechanisms are based on simple packet Counters
which are incremented by 1 every time a
packet arrives and decremented by 1 in fixed
time intervals.
Another technique is the jumping window
mechanism. in which the throughput is measured within a fixed time intewal. The new
time intewal Starts imrnediately at the end of
the preceding time interval.

'

In the moving window throughput monitoring mechanism the throughput (TPT) of a
strearn in a given time interval Z T ~ Tis detergined by the sum of the length of packets
being pansmiued for . ~ s-am
s
inthis inte.
val devided by thk ttkgth 6f tim; ititeSa.1. For example, the interval.zrpr can be. defined
as the last second [t-I, t], where t is the current time.

,

'

'

.All types df thr6ughput monitbri& Ge suitable for constant bit-rate stream, in which
case the expected throughput is a fixed value.
Throughput monitonng can also be. used for
multimedia streams with variable bit rates.
When the monitored throughput falls k l o w
a minimum threshold, this indicates problems of previous resources.
Utilization Monitoring
Utilization monitoring can be. used for CPU,
network, and buffer resources. The utilization of resources can be computed by dividing the currently used parts of a resource by
the overall capacity of the resource.
For example, the CPU utilization can be.
computed by measuring the time spent in the
IDLE state. Usually,.the CPU is loaded with
time-critical and non-time-cntical processes.
The time critical processes should have a reservation for a certain percentage of the processing time and will also have a high

..

.

.

,

.

' ,

.

pnonty for the scheduiing scheme. The rest
.wiii. be spent foi non time cxitical prodsses.
So an overall CPU load near 100% does not
necessarily mean that the time cntical processes cannot get enough time. It is recommended to separately measure the utilization
for multimedia real-time communication.
Additionaily, per-process monitonng of CPU
consumption ailows a more sensitive scaling
by noting the different loads of multimedia
applications.

ally, the detection of compted packets. . - . ..
- .
. requües a veiy timelc8nsu&ng 'computation of error-check sequences. Compted
NSDUs will therefore not be considered.
The threshold for loss-rate monitoring must
be variable. Assurning a nehvork problem
has been detected packets are dropped. In
this phase the threshold for loss rate moniming must be increased to prevent mort bottleneck detections from the loss-rate monitor.
'

'

6 3 Filter Mechanisms
Loss Rate Monitoring

Filters can be changed in the stream sctup
phase as well as dynamicaiiy at nui h.
Short term congestion of resources can be
managed using filters before the resowce.
Mid-term and long-term changes in filtering
scheme should be propagated through the
nehvork nodes indirection to the sender; this
.affects the work. of filtcrs on this route. .. . .. . .

A problem arising when only delay is monitored is the definition of a threshold vaiue
above which congestion is assumed. Another
direct indicator to detect congestion is the
rate of packets lost. To adjust the value of the
threshold value for the delay, the monitor
continuously
. .
compares the mean delay to.the .
.. . . : .. . . .
~
I
f
&s-c&bottle&&k.is,deiectd&
i
. .
:. :
: .,.
, . . . . ..: ..-..:com&~ondi'&g
ofuie
m&an.
io&Ta&.,.
'
. . . .. . .,. .
.
..
..
.
. ...
.
An assu'm~tion.iieedid to.en'able the detec: :t&i send; a scalitig' mi.siige to:'the pr&ious
tion'of lost packets is that 'all NSDUs of a filter, which often conveys of three vdues
stceam are numbeed in sequence. The num- (see Figure 6).
bering is realized in the sender. The effort is The 6rst parameter describes the relaxation
.of the data throughput in relation to.a maxi- . .
. .
very low. . .
The transmission aigorithm must keep the mum throughput value negotiated betwecn,:
sender and receiver. The -relaxätioi $ .not - .' . :
. . 1 sequerice of packets 'through the network:.
Contrary to the transmission of packets with descnbed in ielation to the actual traffic to
P,the sequence of packets in most protocols prevent unjusted scaiing of multimedia
for red-time transport of multimedia data streams. For example, when the scalc down
will be retained, because the route of a message is related to the actuai data kte, a
stremi through the nehvork will not be rinewed scaijng message would affecimultichanged and there is no parallel processing media streams h i n g currentiy d o w n d e d
much more than unscaied multimedia
of packets of the same stream in a router. If
there aregaps in the order of packet num- streams. The relaxation parameter is accombers, the packets with these numbers are con- panied by a time value which specifies the
validity of the scaling message: the M o n
sidered as losi packets.
The detection of compted packets is an indi- parameter. W e n the scaiing message times
cation of nehvork failures, but not a good out, the sender can increase the data rate
indication of resource bottlenecks. Addition- again. If the congestion still continues, the
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Figure 6 : Scale-Down Protocol Data Unit
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receiva can send further scaling messages to adapter isthe control and the change.of qual-, . . . .
increasethe value' of reduction or the..time 'ity öf se&ice p'irainete.rs.,~nmültiinedi'a sys' . .'
value or both. Later scaling messages substi- tems such an adapter to adapter connection is
tute older ones. If the time value matches the defined by the capabilities of the two
constant PERMANENT, a pemianent filte~is involved adapters and the bus performance.
installed and the scaling message results in a In todays systems this connection is static.
permanent degradation of the data rate. This This architecture of low-level data streaming
mechanism is used to handle different corresponds with proposals for using additional new busses for audio and video transreceiver nquirements.
To gain more flexibility in scaling policies fer within a Computer. It also enables a
the scaling message shall hold a list of multi- switch-based rather then a bus-based data
media stream identifiers. If this value is set to hansfer architecture. Note, in practice we
ALL, a i l strearns flowing through the over- encounter header and trailers smounding
loaded resource (e.g. the succeeding net- any kind of continuous media data coming
work) are affected by the scaling activities. from devices and being delivered to the
Othawise oniy the streams addressed by the devices. In the case of compressed video
STREAM-ID field will be scaled. As an data, e.g. the MPEG-2 program stream conalternative to the reduction value, the scaling tains several layers of headers compared
message can contain a priority mask which with ihe actual group of pictures to be. disspecifies the priorities of the packets to be played.
-have
.. .-to
. . . :'. ....'.!
..
dropped..Th&.allows :upper networking. lay- . Most -of todays.multi~edia,syst~s
.Grs.to &&t>e
:&,io;l.
":soeniir G&:co~vinti~na1"dita.
$rkessing:
.
dynamic filters. In case of lang- and mid- They share hardware and software compoterm overload, scaling messages are also for- nents. For instance, the traditional way of
protocol processing is slow and complicated.
warded by filters to previous filtqs.
in high speed networks protocol p~ocessing
is the bottleneckbecause it can not prov.ide . .
the necessgy throughput. Protocols - like . .
VMTP,. NETBLT and -XTP
to overcome.
The employment of continuous media in this drawback but research in this area has
multimedia Systems imposes additional, new shown that throughput in most communicarequircmnits to the system architecture. A tion systems is not bounded by protocol
typical d t i m e d i a appiication does not mechanisms but, by the way they are implerequirc processing of audio and video to be mented. Time intensive operations are, for
perfomd by the appiication itself. Usuaüy example, physical buffer copying. Since the
data is obtained from a source (e.g. micro- memory on the adapter is not very large and
phone. camera. disk, network) and is for- it may not store a few related and comwarded to a sink (e.g. speaka, display, pressed images, data has to be copied at least
network). In such a case the requirements of once from adapter into main memory. Furcontinuous media data are satisfied best if it ther copying should be avoided. An approtakes "thcshortest possible p a t h through the pnate buffer management allows operations
system. i.e. to copy data diiectly from on data without performing any physical
adapter to adapter. The program than merely copy. in operating systems like U N E the
Sets the correct switches for the data flow by buffer management must be available in
connecting sources to sinks. Hence the appli- both, the User and the kerne1 space. The data
cation itself never reaiiy touches the data as need to be stored in shared memory to avoid
it is the case in traditional processing. A copying between User and kerne1 space. For
problem with copying from adapter to further performance improvement protocol

p;opa&ate:'statis,:and

,'

'

,

'

Figure 7: Real-time und non real-time environrnents
processing should be done in threads with
upcails, ke, -rhe protocol processjng for 9
'incoming 'message is doneby a shg1,le thread:
The ccist of context switches of such threads
are low. Developments to Support such a protocol process Management, are for example,
STRE.~MS~B&
LiNIX;and
~ ~ ~ ~ X-Kemel.:

"

The wchitecture of the protocol processing
systeni is just one issue to be considered in
the System architecture of multimedia supporting operating Systems. Multimedia data
shouldl be delivered from the input device
(e.g. CD-ROM) to an output device (e.g. a
video decompression board, vidw card)
across the fastest possible path. The paradigm iof streaming from source to sink is an
appropriate way of doing this. Hence the
multimedia application Opens devices, establishes a connection between them, s m s the
data flow, and returns to other duties.
The most dominant characteristics of multimedia applications is to preserve the temporal requuement at the presentation time.
Therefore multimedia data are handled in a
reol-rrme environment (RTE), i.e., its processing are scheduled according to inherent
timing requirements of multimedia data. On
a multimedia Computer the RTE will usually

coexist with a non-red-time enWoMent
(NRTE). The NRTE d a s with ail h tbat
have no t m n g requirements. F i r e 7
shows the approached architecture. Multimedia U 0 devices are in general accessed 6om
both environrnents. Data such as a vidco
frame, for example, is passed from the RTE
to the X-Window Server. The RTE is controlled by related functions in the NRTE. The
establishment of communication conncctions
at the s m of a stream must not obey timing
requuements, but the data processing for
established connections has to. AU wntrol
functions are performed in the NFTR nie
application usuaiiy only interfaces thesc wntrol functions and is not involved in the
active continuous media data handling.
Therefore the multimedia application iwif
typicaiiy runs in the NRTE and is shieidcd
from the RTE. Some scenarios u m may
want applications to process continuous
media data in an application specific way. In
our model such an application comprises a
module running as stream handler in the
RTE. The rest of the applications run in the
NRTE, both using the available stream control interfaces. System programs such as
communication protocol processing of database data transfer programs make use of this

,
,

programming in the RTE. Whereas applications like media aornmunication and media
interaction are relieved from the burden of
programming in the RTE, they just interface
and control the RTE services. Applications
detemiine processing paths which are needed
for their data processing and the control
devices and paths.
To redua data copying buffer management
functions are employed in the RTE as implementation means for data transfer. This
buffer management is located between the
strearn handles. Stream handlers are any
entities in the RTE which are in charge of
multimcdia data. Typical stream handlers are
filter and mixing functions, but also parts of
the communication subsystem described
above can be treated in the Same way. Each
stream bandler has endpoints for input and
output m u g h which data uni& flow. The
stream handler consumes data upits,from one
or more Gput endpoints and generates data
units through one or more output endpoints

:.

Digital multimedia data usually "enters" the
compu& through ; an input . device;. .the
sowce.. and "'leav&" it through an output
device. the sink. Sources aind sinks are.
implemented by a device driver. Applications access stream handlers by establishing
sessions with them. A session constitutes a
virtual s t r b handler for exclusive use by
the application which has created it. Dependi n g on the'required QoS of a session, an
undalying resource management subsystem
multiplexes -the capacity of the underlying
physical resources among the sessions. To
manage - the RTE data flow through t h e
stream handlers of a multimedia System, control operitions are used which belong to the
NRTE. These functions make up the stream
management Systems in the multimedia
architecturt. There are operations provided
by aii stream haiidlers (e.g., operations to
establishsessions and to connect their endpoints) and operations specific to individual
stream handler (they usually determine the

content of a multimedia stream and apply ta
particular l/O'devices).
.
.
The connected session endpoints have to
generate and consume data streams of corresponding media types. Digital audio and
video are encoded as sequences of bytes.
Such sequences are comrnonly referred to as
ropes.
Applications are placed in the NRTE. Some
applications have the need to correlate discrete data such as text and graphics with continuous streams or to post-process
multimedia data (e.g. to display the time
stamps of a video stream like a VCR). These
applications need to obtain segments of multimedia at the stream handler interface. With
a grab function the segments are copied to
the application as if stream duplication took
place. Due to this operation the data units
loose their temporal properties because they
enter. the NRTE: Applications; that have .to,
generak or transform multimedia data keep-.
ing the real-time characteristics must provide
or use a stream handler included in the RTE,
~ requued
. , . processing. , .
which p e r f o the
'

,

.

.
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8 Conclusion
This paper presents a comprehensive survey
on what we assume and encounter to be the
multimedia applications. After an analysis of
these applications we derived the key
demands, which lead to the necessity of having resource management for CPU and networking. Always we encounter the
schedulability test, QoS calcuiation, resource
reservation and enforcement to be performed. We showed how real-time EDF and
rate monotonic scheduling is applied for
multimedia data processing as the key
enforcement mechanisms of resource management. The Same mechanisms can be
applied to networking. There we described
how traffic over non-deterministic networks
is managed; key issues for network scaling
mechanisms are monitoring and filtering.

:

:

.

Finally all of today's multimedia systems
comprise 'a: n o i real-time and . a real-time'
envuonment.
Having multimedia Prototypes and products
we still encounter a set of challenging issues
with work in Progress which we have not
explicitly discussed above; among them the
most important are:
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